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	Myths About Doing Business in China, 9781403944580 (140394458X), Palgrave Macmillan, 2005
China has always been a land of myth, mystery and exaggeration for the West.

Marco Polo came back to thirteenth-century Venice with tales of cities of a million people (unheard of in those days), unimaginable wealth, exotic food and strange customs. Eighteenth-century adventurers bought tales of rulers enlightened by the wise words of the great sage Confucius. In the last century China became a sinister land full of brainwashed automata brandishing ‘Little Red Books’. Now, of course, it is an emerging world economic superpower, 1.3 billion eager consumers and a source of boundless cheap labour. Maybe the only consistent theme in the West’s perception of China has been its inconsistency, or rather a Western desire to see in China what it wants to see. As traveller Stephen King-Hall said back in 1924:

‘China’ and ‘the Chinese’ are words which embrace so vast a subject that any attempt to set out details inevitably obscures the main features of the subject. … China, like statistics, can be made to supply apparent proof for any preconceived notion.

Back in 1924, that did not matter overmuch, except to the relatively few people involved in the China trade. But now the problem is serious. In 2003 over $53 billion dollars flowed into China, either in attempts to tap its markets or for some kind of outsourcing. Sadly, much of it still seems to go astray. Ventures founded with great fanfares end in puzzlement and financial loss. Why?
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Introduction to Thermo-Fluids Systems DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A fully comprehensive guide to thermal systems design covering fluid dynamics, thermodynamics, heat transfer and thermodynamic power cycles


	Bridging the gap between the fundamental concepts of fluid mechanics, heat transfer and thermodynamics, and the practical design of thermo-fluids components and systems, this...


		

Maturing Usability: Quality in Software, Interaction and Value (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2007
"Maturing Usability" provides an understanding of how current research and practice has contributed towards improving quality issues in software, interaction and value.
Divided into three parts, Quality in Software looks at how using development tools can enhance the usability of a system, and how methods and models can be integrated...


		

Learn JavaScript with p5.js: Coding for Visual LearnersApress, 2018

	Learn coding from scratch in a highly engaging and visual manner using the vastly popular JavaScript with the programming library p5.js. The skills you will acquire from this book are highly transferable to a myriad of industries and can be used towards building web applications, programmable robots, or generative art. 
...





	

ALGORITHMS FOR LINEAR-QUADRATIC OPTIMIZATIONCRC Press, 1996

	Linear-quadratic optimization is one of the most exciting topics in the con trol engineering literature of recent decades. The interest in linear optimal dynamical systems, and especially in those with quadratic cost functional, can be explained by both the richness of properties these systems possess, and the pragmatic value and physical...


		

The Star Profile: A Management Tool to Unleash Employee PotentialNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2008

	No more long, arduously-written job descrptions detailing every what, where, and how. In The Star Profile, Jathan Janove demonstrates through dozens of real-life stories and examples how to cut to the chase—in 100 words or less. This proven management tool can unleash the full potential of employees at every level by creating mutually...


		

Adaptive Networks: Theory, Models and Applications (Understanding Complex Systems)Springer, 2009
With adaptive, complex networks, the evolution of the network topology and the dynamical processes on the network are equally important and often fundamentally entangled. Recent research has shown that such networks can exhibit a plethora of new phenomena which are ultimately required to describe many real-world networks. Some of those phenomena...
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